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Proposal
History of the Parkari orthography
The Parkari language is spoken by about 500,000 people in the province of Sindh, Pakistan. Parkari has had a
standardized orthography used in all written and printed materials since 1985. The orthography was
standardized in 1983–4 by the Parkari Language Committee, made up entirely of members of the Parkari
community.

Basis for Parkari orthographical decisions
The orthography is based on the Sindhi script, itself a modification of Arabic. Due to the difference in
phonology between Parkari and Sindhi, three new letters were created to represent phonemes that are not found
in Sindhi or Urdu. All three letters consist of an Arabic base form, already existing in Sindhi, with an inverted
‘v’ shape or circumflex-like symbol above the letter. They are as follows:
Phoneme

Description of letter shape

Example

Contrasts with phonemes

implosive dental /d/

dal with inverted ‘v’ above

implosive retroflexed /d/

retroflexed /l/

reh with inverted ‘v’ above

normal /l/, retroflexed /r/

voiceless /h/

heh with inverted ‘v’ above

voiced /h/

Written as

Two other Parkari phonemes (short /e/ and aspirated /z/) not present in Sindhi also need to be represented in the
orthography. However, these are written using digraphs that can already be encoded as character sequences in
the UCS ( and
respectively); they do not require the addition of new characters.
Arabic has been regularly adapted in the past to match the phonology of other languages, e.g., for Farsi, Urdu
and Sindhi. Digraphs have sometimes been used for aspirates (e.g., in Urdu). Other adaptations have involved
modifying existing letters using superscripts or subscripts, typically using different dot combinations with a
single base letter, or using the same superscript symbol on different base letters. Due to the frequent use of dots
in Sindhi, the Parkari Language Committee chose to modify letters by adding a single superscript symbol to
different base letters already present in Arabic (comparable to the use of a small TAH mark to create the Urdu
retroflex letters).

Use of the Parkari orthography
The Parkari orthography has been used in published materials since 1985 and is accepted and used by all
members of the community, as well as by outsiders working in the Parkari language. The orthography is used in
printed books, in a community magazine, in formal education in rural schools, in cultural materials, on cassette
covers, on cards, and for personal letters. As well as other organizations and individuals using this standardized
orthography, it is used by the Parkari Community Development Programme (formerly Parkari Audio Visual), a
Parkari organization founded in 1996, which produces and publishes Parkari books and promotes Parkari
literacy.
Examination of the examples will show that there is some variation in the shape of the inverted ‘v’ above the
Parkari letters; some writers and fonts use an angular form, similar to a circumflex accent, while others use a
more rounded form, similar to a breve accent. This is purely a stylistic difference, not a meaningful distinction.
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Amount of Parkari literature
There are over 100 books published in Parkari, ranging in size from children’s Early Reading Books with only a
few pages, to educational and medical books with some 30-50 pages, and including cultural and religious books
with several hundred pages. These books cover a wide range of topics including cultural, educational, medical,
agricultural, and religious materials, as well as children’s stories. There is also a regular community magazine.
Books have been published by the Parkari Language Committee, Parkari Audio Visual / Parkari Community
Development Programme, the Catholic Diocese of Hyderabad, and Pakistan Bible Society.

Characters proposed to be added to Unicode
Three additional characters are required in the Arabic block of Unicode. They each share the same properties
and joining behavior as the basic Arabic letters on which they are based. It is unimportant exactly what Unicode
values are allocated for these letters, though they should be kept with the rest of the Arabic script. One option
would be to use the three remaining code points in the U+06Ex..06Fx columns; another would be to allocate
codes in the U+065x column.
Glyph

Suggested USV

Character name

Join type

Join group

U+06EE or 065D

ARABIC LETTER DAL WITH INVERTED V

R

DAL

U+06EF or 065E

ARABIC LETTER REH WITH INVERTED V

R

REH

U+06FF or 065F

ARABIC LETTER HEH WITH INVERTED V

D

KNOTTED HEH

In some hand-written forms of Arabic script, a combination of three dots pointing upward (as seen on U+0698,
for example) may appear as a single stroke in the form of an inverted ‘u’ or ‘v’, similar to the mark added for
the Parkari letters. This might appear to suggest that the Parkari DAL WITH INVERTED V and REH WITH
INVERTED V should be unified with U+068E and 0698 respectively. However, this would be incorrect.
Although the Parkari orthography itself does not require either U+0698 or 068E, there is a strong possibility of
U+0698 occurring in Farsi and Urdu loanwords. The form with three dots, representing Farsi JEH, would then
contrast with the Parkari letter with the inverted ‘v’, representing the retroflexed /l/. Similarly, if U+068E occurs
in Sindhi text, this should contrast with the Parkari letter.
It is also significant to note that the use of the inverted ‘v’ mark was a deliberate choice on the part of the
Parkari Language Committee, taken in view of the fact that multiple-dot combinations are already so frequent in
the Sindhi script they took as a basis. Rather than use yet more letters with multiple dots, such as by ‘borrowing’
the JEH letter from Farsi/Urdu, they preferred to choose a visibly distinct form, and this choice has become the
accepted standard throughout the community. In all the published examples of Parkari literature, it can be
clearly seen that patterns of distinct dots are written or printed for all the standard Sindhi letters, while the three
Parkari additions have their unique mark instead. While it may be true that in some handwriting, a three-dot
pattern might ‘degenerate’ towards the form of the Parkari mark, it is not appropriate to unify the distinctive
Parkari letters with three-dot versions.

Samples of published Parkari literature
The following sample pages are scanned from Parkari books published in Pakistan during the period
1985–2001. In each case, a few examples of the three special Parkari letters are circled for ease of reference.
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Transfer Primer, published by Parkari Language Committee (1985) 36 pages (pp34–35 shown)
These charts show a comparison of the Parkari and Sindhi alphabets. Note the three Parkari letters with inverted
‘v’ above, which do not have Sindhi equivalents. (`The /zh/ digraph also lacks a Sindhi equivalent, but this
combination does not need to be encoded as a distinct character in the UCS—it can already be adequately
encoded as a character sequence.)
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Hymnbook, published by the Catholic Diocese of Hyderabad (1985) 734 pages (p 352 shown)
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Jungle Stories, published by Parkari Language Committee (1988) 48 pages (p 39 shown)
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Proverbs and Riddles, published by the Catholic Diocese of Hyderabad (1990) 185 pages (p 152 shown)
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The Parkari New Testament, published by Pakistan Bible Society (1996) 119 pages (p 1030 shown)
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School Mathematics Book 1, published by Parkari Audio Visual (2000) 31 pages (p 28 shown)
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Cultural History of Parkar (in Sindhi), published by Parkari Audio Visual (2000) 251 pages (p 5 shown)
The lower half of this page contains a Parkari translation of the Sindhi text in the upper half.
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Teacher’s Handbook, published by Parkari Audio Visual (2001) 138 pages (p 3 shown)
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